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Now - with Lasagna Gardening for Small Spaces - you can create the garden of your dreams, no

matter how limited your growing space is. Pat Lanza's proven lasagna gardening method produces

amazing results in pots and small plots. Even in beds just 4 inches wide, you can grow bountiful,

beautiful gardens with no digging, no weeding-- no kidding! --This text refers to the Paperback

edition.
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â€œ...a timesaving approach to gardening that will come as welcome news to the overworked and

the horticulturally challenged.â€• â€•Publisher's Weeklyâ€œHow-to for gardeners who love to grow

but would rather avoid a lot of digging, tilling, or weeding.â€• â€•The Los Angeles Timesâ€œIf you are

a busy person with no extra time to give to the garden, you will greatly enjoy Patricia Lanza's

practical way of doing things in the garden.â€• â€•Richmond Times-Dispatch --This text refers to the

Paperback edition.

Now you can create the garden of your dreams, no matter how limited your growing space is. Pat

Lanza's proven lasagna gardening method produces amazing results in pots and small plots. Even

in beds just 4 inches wide, you can grow bountiful, beautiful gardens with no digging, no

weeding--no kidding!  Praise for Lasagna Gardening  "...a timesaving approach to gardening that



will come as welcome news to the overworked and the horticulturally challenged." --Publisher's

Weekly  "How-to for gardeners who love to grow but would rather avoid a lot of digging, tilling, or

weeding." --The Los Angeles Times  "If you are a busy person with no extra time to give to the

garden, you will greatly enjoy Patricia Lanza's practical way of doing things in the garden."

--Richmond Times-Dispatch About the Author  Patricia Lanza was born in Crossville, Tennessee,

where she learned lessons about gardening and life from her hardworking grandmother.  Later, with

seven children and a career Navy husband to care for, Pat found refuge in gardening. Bountiful

harvests fed her family and nourished her soul. After her husband's retirement, a country inn kept

Pat busy for another 14 years. During that time, she discovered lasagna gardening, her secret to

doing and having it all.  Today, Pat continues to reinvent herself. Lasagna Gardening for Small

Spaces reflects Pat's life after the inn and in compact living and gardening spaces. Her latest

adventure includes The Potager, a gift shop, cafe, and garden center, in Wurtsboro, New York.

--This text refers to the Paperback edition.

This was a present for a friend who is a beginning gardener. I have used it for many years now and

find it a great guide.

If your soil is poor, too sandy, too rocky, too mucky? too dry? this book will help you improve it so

that you can raise vegetables, herbs and flowers. It is a very useful book, and helps explain many

aspects of soil nutrition, compost, the importance of adding nitrogen sources and carbon. Simple

line drawings are beneficial to show how things work. Vertical gardening is covered, and containers

such as strawberry pots are explained. Lots of detail explaining which varieties of vegetables work

best in containers. Details for growing specifics, like beans, cucumbers, etc. VERY USEFUL BOOK,

especially for beginners and urban gardeners with tiny plots.

The information in this book adds just the right touches to compliment the authors original book on

lasagna gardening which I have used successfully in my garden and now will also use in the big

pots on the patio. The remarks on choosing pots backs up what I have been trying to do these past

years; all one color and material is right for our patio. Fall is finally on the way and the new big pots

which will be planted lasagna style have to wait until after the rainy season but it's exciting to look

forward to try this method. It is good to have this book in my reference library to go back to again

and again. I enjoy encouraging fledgling new gardeners and this is one way to make that connection

easier.



Nothing new if you've already read Lasagna Gardening.

Very informative.

I am so very excited to be planting a lasagna garden next spring, I seriously can't wait for fall to get

here so I can prep my planting areas. This is such an informative book with so many great tips and

ideas to make your garden your very own. Love this book.

I saw this book on Pinterest and checked it out from the library. I've read it over and over! I can't

wait for the weather to get a little warmer to start my lasagna beds. I love to garden and recently

moved from 2 acres to a posted stamp back yard. This book has open so many ways to improve my

little yard! A few days ago I purchased this book because it is a wonderful gardening book for every

gardener to have as a reference.

This is a very good method for a faster landscaping project, saves a lot of time and needless

digging. Good way to build a garden!
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